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Details of Visit:

Author: David Pussyhunter
Location 2: Constitution Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 6 Sep 2011 1230pm
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Well reported: clean and spacious, with video in every one of seven rooms. Surprised to see
another FR about Blue Ice which talked about safe on-street parking. There's a damned great free
dedicated car-park!

The Lady:

Both slim girls (esp. Mel, who also has legs going on for ever), but with huge boobs. In their
twenties, with dark hair.

The Story:

I'd made a promise to book these two after I met them on the car-park following a disappointing
punt round the corner (see FR #104914, 26.7.2011), and finally made the booking. Strangely, again
I met them outside, their having just done an early lunch-run. I can confirm that I was a victim of
sexual abuse going up in the well-reported lift! Cock was groped through jeans, and tits were
produced for me to slobber over.

Re-started again properly in the room a few minutes later, and this was a really first-class session.
Began with Mel doing a very sexy strip in front of the mirror (she works, from time to time, as a lap-
dancer) while Cheryl performed OWO on me. After that, things became a bit blurred. I had DFK and
OWO ( this latter being ?10 each on top of the standard 2G charge of ?80), and everybody was
continually swapping round and swapping positions. Mel, in particular, is particularly adept at
mouthing a stream of filthy encouragement, while Cheryl has a slightly sweeter nature - it's a very
good combination. The highlight was when they both sucked me off at the same time. I don't quite
know what it was, but one or both was doing something with mouth and tongue which I had never
felt before: a truly amazing experience.

I learnt on this occasion that Blue Ice was about to start a promotion for the next couple of months.
Most (all?) of the girls will be providing OWO at no extra charge. I tested this out, with Donna
(another fantastic session with a very skillful young woman), yesterday, 17th. September, and it's
true. Instead, for the extra ?10, I had CIM with her. What will be excellent value, by Birmingham
standards, is ?80 for a 2G, incl. OWO from both. I'll be visiting later this week to avail myself.  
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